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Coronovirus Lockdown Edition 1 
So much has happened since I started putting together the April edition of the Modbury Messenger. In the 
few days it takes to put it all together, the April Messenger had to be totally changed twice to take account 
of the unfolding situation and to include the Modbury Parish Council's Coronavirus Emergency Plan. In the 
week while the Messenger was being printed the Parish Council finalised their plan and individual leaflets had 
to be printed and inserted into the Messenger for the 12 areas of Modbury Parish each with their own 
wardens. As many of the people who deliver the Modbury Messenger are in the vulnerable category and are 
shielding, we were grateful for the volunteers who offered to help deliver the Modbury Messenger, along with 
our regular deliverers who could continue. We would like to thank the Parish Council, the Wardens and all the 
volunteers who haved worked so hard and which shows what a wonderful community Modbury is to live in. 
We would like to thank all the NHS and social care workers looking 
after our vulnerable people and those who are sick. Modbury School 
is open for the children of keyworkers so we must give our heartfelt 
thanks to the teachers who are working and to all the other 
keyworkers, like the shop workers and council and utility workers who 
are helping keep us all safe. 

This edition of the Messenger is being published online only due to 
the coronavirus crisis as we are unable to deliver a printed edition 
because of government restrictions. We will be widely publicising 
details of how people can download the May Messenger. Please 
feel free to forward the link to as many people as you think will be 
interested in reading it and if you print it off, please give it to any 
neighbours who may not have internet access if you can do so 
safely when you have finished reading it. 

Modbury Under Lockdown 
Modbury is an amazing place to live under 
lockdown - we are so lucky to have wonderful 
places to walk, run and cycle for our daily 
exercise. The weather has been exceptionally 
good for working out in the garden. Our open 
spaces like the Millennium Meadow allow those 
without gardens to enjoy exercising outdoors or 
walking their dogs.  It is lovely to have the time 
to talk to many people in town and around our 
lanes, properly socially distanced, of course. 
Many Modbury clubs are managing to 
continue meeting up via Zoom - I have enjoyed 
both Knit & Natter and Book Club meetings via 
Zoom. However, we must not forget what a 
lonely and frightening time it is for those living 
alone and shielding and we must do all we can 
to help keep them feeling connected to the 
Modbury community through phone calls, 
chats over the garden fence and helping with 
deliveries or fetching prescriptions. 

                                                                               Lynne Barnes

Playtime at Modbury School during lockdown

Queueing for the Co-op
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Modbury Emergency Support Team 
This is without doubt the biggest crisis that Modbury and the Parish Council have ever had to face. Thanks 
to people like you, we have been able to organise help for the more vulnerable residents of Modbury to 
ease at least some of their anxieties and difficulties during this very challenging time. Whenever I am 
asked “What’s the best thing about Modbury?” I always reply . . .the people. And you are the 
embodiment of Modbury’s ‘can do’ spirit. I cannot thank you enough for your support. I fear we may be 
needing it for some considerable time. But we already have 150 volunteers, so we expect to be able to 
give the first wave of volunteers a break after a month or so when we have a better idea of the scale of 
what we are coping with. This battle against COVID-19 may be long, but we will win. 

There will be a further comment on this subject from fellow Councillor, Colin Whybrow.  Whilst we are both 
working very closely together on matters for the Emergency Support Team, Colin has taken the lead role, 
his ability for admin, technology etc is invaluable.  Our Emergency Support telephone number and email 
address are for those most in need.  Please do not use the Emergency Support contact details for 
anything other than what it is intended for.  We can all play a part in getting through this horrid time 
starting with looking at what we can do to make changes in our own lives to help ease the impact.  The 
Government Guidelines clearly set out what is expected of us and if we are to STAY SAFE we all need to 
play our part. 

It goes without saying that we owe so much to those who are still working for the good of our country and 
especially our NHS and Emergency Services.  Keep up the great applause on Thursday evenings at 8pm. 

Peter Watts, Chairman Modbury Parish Council

Modbury Parish Council Report 
This meeting was held remotely via Zoom at 7.00pm on April 16th 2020 with nine Councillors and the Parish 
Clerk taking part from their homes. Three members of the public also took part in the meeting from their 
homes. The meeting had been advertised on the Parish Council website, as will all future online meetings. 

Public Forum: A member of the public raised a point that a letter had been sent to the Parish Council 
regarding the allotments in the Palm Cross Development. The Parish Clerk replied that this would be 
discussed later in the meeting. 

Council Meeting:  

Two planning applications were considered and both were supported.  

The actions taken by the Parish Council to provide support to people during the coronavirus/covid19 
situation were all ratified by the Council. 

The Palm Cross Allotments lease documents have been approved by the Parish Council and are to be 
passed onto the Modbury Allotment Association for their consideration.  

The bus stop shelter at Palm Cross Green is on hold at present as the people who are donating the shelter 
want to wait till after the Covid19 situation has passed. 

The meeting ended at 7.35pm. 
Chris Barnes

MODBURY EMERGENCY SUPPORT TEAM LEADERS

Streets Covered Warden Email Mobile Home
Galpin Street, Scalders Lane and adjacent streets Paul Romney paul.romney415@btinternet.com 07971 662944 01548831126
Broad Street and Church Street Lucy Whitehorn lucyawhitehorn@gmail.com 07976432213
Poundwell and New Road Tom Coates tomcoates@modburypc.co.uk 07812065171
Benedict Way, The Priory and Church Lane Lucy Johnson lucyjohnsonpr@gmail.com 07866497976 01548831548
Barracks Road, Champernowne and Long Park Caroline Gibbons c.gibbons15@yahoo.com 07932 759 484
Palm Cross Phases One and Two Sally Smale sally.smale07@outlook.com 07814 849131
Dark Lane, Oakwood Drive and Cromwell Park Sue Grist sue@suegrist.com 07722079653 01548831398
Brownston Street and roads off inc. Back Street Rob and Gill West rob@robwest.me.uk 07817632058 01548 830135
Brownston & California Cross Julie Lee jules.lee@hotmail.co.uk 07748964927
Silverwell Park, Ayleston Park and Tuckers Brook Clive and Carol Holgate cliveholgate@gmail.com 01548 830 752
Hamlets, farms and outlying properties north of A379 Stuart Richardson lapthornegrange@gmail.com 07805124437 01548830557
Hamlets, farms and outlying properties south of A379 Cate Evans cate@oldaport.com 07919532027 01548831340
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Modbury is Managing its Life in Lockdown 
I have always thought that Modbury is unique in the South Hams, being both big enough and small enough. 
Big enough to have the shops and services to meet all our basic needs and small enough to have the heart 
and spirit of a village. Both of those aspects have been tested in recent weeks and Modbury has risen to the 
challenge magnificently. 

Those shops that the Government allowed to remain open soon adapted themselves to the new regulations 
that they were obliged to follow. Queues outside Modbury Pharmacy became the norm in order to comply 
with social distancing, those queues lengthened by the need of those in them to remain 2 metres apart. The 
Co-op has been a lifeline for many, avoiding the need to travel outside of the town. But with high demand, in 
what is classified by the Co-op Head Office as a ‘convenience store’ it has been necessary to close for 
periods in the day, to enable the replenishment of the shelves as new stock is delivered and comply with 
distancing guidelines for the staff. The number of customers in the store is now being restricted. When this 
restriction is signposted on the door please follow a one-out-one-in procedure. Most people have accepted 
this and are grateful for those working in such challenging situations, but a few have voiced frustrations to the 
staff in an unwarranted manner. At this testing time we all need to be appreciative and understanding. 

Modbury News & Post Office, Mackgills and Pickles are all going above and beyond to help us all. Some pubs 
too are switching to take-away services bringing a touch of normality to our otherwise very abnormal lives. 
Many local farms and growers such as Aune Valley, Spindlebrook Farm and How Now Dairy have ramped up 
their online, phone and home delivery services.  

The Parish Council’s Emergency Support Plan was launched in the April edition of the Modbury Messenger 
which started to hit the town’s doormats on Saturday 28th March. Our earlier appeal for volunteers to help 
shield the more vulnerable and get them through the 12 weeks lock down, was met with an astounding 
response. As we saw the volunteer numbers climb past 80 we realised that we needed to increase the size of 
the Core Team to help manage such a large volunteer source. It currently stands at 150 and far exceeds the 
number of people identified as ‘in need of help’.  

We can easily bring help to more ‘people in need’ so if you know of anyone who is self-isolating and in need 
of help with shopping and prescriptions, do not hesitate to call your District Team Leader (contact details in 
the leaflet in last month’s Messenger and on p3 of this Messenger) or call the Emergency Support Team on 
01548 897 534 (dial the full number not just the last 6 digits and leave a message). We will respond to you as 
quickly as we can. Alternatively, email: emergencysupport@modburypc.co.uk  The Team is there to help you. 

In a recent email to all our volunteers, I adopted the old cliché that this would definitely be a marathon not a 
sprint, but as the weeks wear on, it would also become a relay. Those who were first to carry out the tasks of 
shopping and prescription collections would need a rest, so volunteers not yet called up are asked to please 
remain on standby. 

Modbury Health Centre covers a far wider area than the Parish of Modbury. Our Emergency Support Team 
has confined its activities to within the parish boundary, only to avoid duplicating the efforts of neighbouring 
parishes who are operating their own schemes. The only exception is that we have set up a separate Acute 
Prescription Service to collect and deliver prescriptions from the Health Centre to patients throughout their 
area when medications are needed urgently due to the patient’s circumstances. 

Message from Modbury Health Centre 

“We would like to thank you for your forbearance, support and indeed cheerfulness in these unprecedented 
times. We greatly appreciate how your interactions with us have had to change over a very short time with 
little notice. Thank you for adapting and for helping us to be here for you. 

Please be reassured that we are doing absolutely everything we can to keep us all safe and well. 

We would also like to give a massive thank you to all of the community organisations and volunteers who 
have come together to help support us and you. This is truly a team effort and we have all been humbled by 
your support. Thank you! 

We stay at work for you, please stay at home for us.” 

Marigolds and Bloomers 

Reluctantly, we had to cancel our Marigolds Day spring clean this year but the Modbury Bloomers Team 
members will be individually planting up our tubs and planters once the spring bulbs have finally gone over. 
So at least we can keep Modbury looking bright and cheerful during these days of gloomy news. 

                           Cont. on p.5 



Modbury is Managing its Life in Lockdown (cont. from p 4) 
Those who are not ‘confined to barracks’ have been able to get out for their permitted daily exercise. We 
are blessed with many delightful open spaces within a short walk of virtually all homes in the town. The 
recent fine, spring weather has triggered our trees and hedgerows to burst into life and colour. But please 
spare a thought for those not able to get out. Find ways to make contact with a phone call or, as some are 
doing in our quieter roads, by sitting in their front gardens at the same time each day to enjoy their morning 
coffee or afternoon tea with a raised cup to their neighbours next door or across the road; all socially 
distanced of course. It’s a way of coming together whilst staying apart. 

Spare a thought too for those whose businesses that have been forced to close; all the more frustrating for 
those in tourist-dependent sectors who had to witness one of the best spells of Easter holiday weather come 
and go whilst being forced to shut down. Struggling families, whose main bread-winners have lost their jobs 
and income as a result of COVID-19 will be affected. The town needs to be prepared to help them in these 
difficult times through acts of kindness and generosity. 

Carry on clapping 

The Thursday evening ritual of clapping for the NHS, carers and key workers has really caught on in Modbury. 
The first event was prior to the clock change and was made all the more dramatic, as it started in the twilight 
and then built into a crescendo of clapping that echoed across the valley and the town. I know from 
people inside the NHS and other frontline workers, that this very public gesture of support is really conveying 
to them just how much we all really appreciate everything they are doing for us. There will be many in our 
community who have friends and family in the NHS and other frontline, key worker roles so, to show our 
support for them as well. . . ‘Carry on Clapping’. 

None of us can predict when we will see the back of this wretched virus, but to hasten its end, it is vital that 
we all continue to follow the Government’s science-based advice. So stay well and STAY SAFE. 

                                                                                                                                                                 Colin Whybrow  

Contacts: 
Police Community Support Officer: Sergeant James (Jim) Timmis 
Email: James.TIMMIS@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk 
County Councillor (Salcombe Division): Rufus Gilbert. Tel: 01548 856659  
Email: Cllr.Gilbert@southhams.gov.uk  
South Hams District Councillor (Charterlands): Bernard Taylor Tel: 01548 830844 
Cllr.Taylor@southhams.gov.uk 

Modbury Messenger June Copy Date 10/05/20 (printed) or 20/05/20 (online) 
The copy date for the June 2020 Modbury Messenger is 10th May if we are out of lockdown, or 20th May if 
sti l l in lockdown. Please email all articles, notices of events & paid advertisements to 
modburymessengercic@gmail.com.  
The Modbury Messenger is published by the Modbury Messenger CIC and is printed by Kingfisher Print. The 
views expressed in the Messenger do not necessarily represent those of Modbury Messenger CIC. 

PERSONAL  
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

(Births, Deaths,          
Marriages, Thanks etc)  
£5 per insertion—Max. 50 words   

The  Editorial  Committee  reserve 
the   right   to   précis/abbreviate 
any  copy  submitted  for  inclusion 
in the Modbury Messenger. The 
c o n t e n t s o f t h e M o d b u r y 
M e s s e n g e r m a y n o t b e 
reproduced in any form without 
the prior written permission of 
Modbury Messenger CIC.

MODBURY PARISH COUNCIL OFFICE 
2 Galpin  Street, Modbury PL21 0QA, Tel: 01548 830222 

parishclerk@modburypc.co.uk 
The Parish Office is closed during the coronavirus crisis. The Parish Clerk 

can be contacted by email 
Planning  Applications: Notices  of  planning  applications  lodged  with 
SHDC  are  displayed  on  the  Parish  Noticeboard  outside  the  Post 
Office.   Copies   of   plans   relating   to   these   applications   can   be 
inspected at the Parish Office during the above office hours. 
Contacting  Parish  Councillors: Parish  Councillors  attend  the  Parish 
Office,  on  a  rota  basis,  on  Saturday  mornings  from  10.00 -11.00am. 
Should  you  have  any  parish  matter  you  would  like  to  discuss  come 
along  to  the  Office  or  call  in  to  the  Office  and  speak  to  the  Parish 
Clerk, Sacha Hager.   Alternatively you can write a letter or speak at the  
public  forum  held  at  the  beginning  of  each  monthly  meeting  of the 
Parish Council, on the second Tuesday of each month (except August) at 7 
pm in the Mars Pavilion at the QE II Recreation Ground.
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  Are you….. 

   ►  Feeling Stressed? 

   ►  Unfocused? 
   ►  Low energy? 

   ►  Suffering from Pain? 

DISCOVER TOUCH FOR HEALTH! 
A non-invasive, powerful yet gentle 

holistic therapy which helps         
improve well being & vitality,  

enabling you to move forward  
with renewed  energy & balance. 

 

1-to-1 sessions in Kingsbridge 
(Clinic No. 3, TQ7 1AB) 

Marilu Wren - Kinesiologist  
07974 718067 

www.heraholis c.co.uk  
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While the church buildings are closed we are holding services online. Join us on a Sunday morning at 
www.modburyteam.org 

A few words from the Vicar 

Over the past few weeks I have checked the will is signed (it is not!), the life insurance in place and that all 
the key documents are easy to find. I have been meaning to do it for a while as you never know what will 
overtake us but the recent crisis coupled with the spare time made it feel more immediate. 

Being prepared is no bad thing.  

I have been struck this Easter by Jesus’ words, words which I read out at every funeral: ‘I am the 
resurrection and the life. The one who believes in me will live, even though they die.’ 

I would like to invite you to a series of three evenings to examine Jesus’ claims. There will be a short video 
talk to watch, opportunities to discuss and ask questions. Due to physical distancing we will do it all online 
via Zoom. Please email or call  to find out more: matt.rowland@modburyteam.org  01548 830 260 

Matt Rowland

Christian Comment: Jesus said ‘love one another as I have loved you’ 
As I write this we continue to live in an unprecedented distressful situation.  Never before in living memory 
has there been a time like this when the lives of every single person in this country (and in the majority of 
countries in the world) have been changed in some way. It has been a time of very mixed emotions with 
apprehension, anxiety, fear, and feelings of insecurity about the unknown often to the fore.  

After Jesus’ Ascension, the disciples experienced feelings of fear and insecurity about their future. They 
didn’t know what they would do without Jesus there to guide them, even though Jesus had promised them 
that he would ask his Father to send them the Holy Spirit, a Counsellor, Comforter and Guide, who would be 
like the invisible presence of Jesus, to help them with the great task they had to do.  So the disciples had 
eagerly waited, just as Jesus had asked, in the Upper Room, for the Holy Spirit to come, but as the time had 
gone by, and nothing had happened, their hope and anticipation had probably become tinged with 
disappointment.  But then, suddenly, without any warning, the Holy Spirit had come in a dramatic way, and 
afterwards the disciples had found that they had acquired new abilities that had been beyond their 
imagination.  

But just as the Holy Spirit had given the disciples the gifts and abilities that they needed to help them with 
Christ’s work, so the Holy Spirit gives us the gifts and abilities, that are suited to us, to enable us to use them 
to help others. How we use them is up to us, at this difficult time in all of our lives, but something that we all 
can do is to connect with others especially those who are on their own, or those who are feeling 
overwhelmed by what they have to do or difficult decisions they have to make.  

Joyce Howitt, Lay Reader in the Modbury Mission Community) 

St Monica’s  
Roman Catholic Church, Modbury 

St Austin’s Priory  
Roman Catholic Church, Cadleigh 

Tel 01752 892606  

Please telephone for  details of 
services during lockdown 

Your one stop 
shop for all your 

computing 
needs 

Do you need help with your computer, mobile 
phone, iPad or tablet?  Would you like to learn 
more? Does your computer need upgrading? 

Contact us for professional help at a         
reasonable price.  

Chris 07722254064  Lynne 07806559465 
bcsmodbury@gmail.com

http://www.modburyteam.org
mailto:matt.rowland@modburyteam.org
http://www.modburyteam.org
mailto:matt.rowland@modburyteam.org
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Pause for Thought 
These are unprecedented times and at times like this sometimes it is very hard to see past the gloom of the 
four walls. It’s very important that we consider our neighbours at this time especially those who are on their 
own. Maybe they are elderly, maybe they are widowed, maybe they are sick. It’s so much harder to be 
alone at times like these. We are very lucky in Modbury to have a community volunteer group who will do 
shopping, deliver medicines or simply keep people company by phoning them and as long as we keep 
our distance we can talk to neighbours over the fence or the garden wall or across the road. We have 
been blessed with stunning weather which always lifts the mood. It’s not hard to imagine that some people 
would have found it excruciatingly difficult had we had to cope with prolonged rain as well as isolation.  

I am one of those people who always looks on the bright side and sees joy in the sight of the new bright 
lime green of the buds emerging on the trees, the beautiful spring flowers and the sound of birdsong even 
if it is cacophonous at 5 o’clock in the morning. Some of us are developing new social media skills to keep 
in touch, such a pleasure to be able to see the people we are talking to on the phone, something the 
oldies amongst us once thought of as pure sci fi fantasy.  

Here in Modbury we are sheltered from the worst of the coronavirus - we live in a beautiful place, we have 
water, electricity, sanitation, we have access to information and entertainment. Our misery is nothing 
compared to those poor folk who live cheek by jowl in high rise flats with no garden or much much worse. 
There are harrowing conditions that people are surviving in around the world, where the virus will sweep 
through and take families in the blink of an eye. If we get ill we have 
access to the wonderful health care system which is the NHS who will 
do their utmost to keep us healthy. How good is that! How lucky are 
we! My Mum always used to urge me to count my blessings when I 
was having a whinge about something.  Let’s all start counting our 
blessings, find the joy in simplicity itself, use this time to listen,  learn 
and love your neighbour. Stay safe, stay healthy, stay thankful. Pick up 
the phone and talk, make someone’s day by that simple act, you’ll 
be amazed at how rewarding it is for you and for the person you are 
connecting with. You might even make new friends or repair old 
disputes, so when this is all over you will have great things to look 
forward to and we can fill our coffee shops and pubs once again. 
Stop and really hear the bird song - maybe that blackbird sitting in the 
highest branch at dusk is singing his beautiful song for you.                                     
                 Sarah Wyatt
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Lockdown, Social distancing, Exercise and Nature 
Let’s try and be a bit optimistic during this very worrying time.  The sun is shining (well it is now in mid April), 
the air is cleaner, we are talking to each other more (from a safe distance), and on our local exercise walks, 
the wild flowers are in full bloom.   
As the familiar bluebells reach their full brilliance and scent now, another winner has to be the humble low 
growing Lesser Celandine.  With its bright yellow flowers and dark green leaves, it is spectacular everywhere.  
A member of the buttercup family, it has smaller, glossy yellow, narrower petals and completely covers the 
ground where it occurs.  Did you know it was a traditional treatment for piles? 
Another plant which is widespread on our lanes at the moment is the Greater Stitchwort, a striking white 
flower with flower heads about the same size as the Celandine, but much taller.  It is very good for wildlife as 
it is visited by honeybees, butterflies and hoverflies looking for spring nectar. Stitchwort has an extraordinary 
seed dispersal mechanism, firing off its seeds to gain new ground. If you disturb a large patch, they go off 
like fireworks, making a pop. 
Primroses, which are so familiar to us all, are slightly on the wane at this time but are one of the more 
beautiful wild flowers of the Spring; I recall that years ago they featured on an issue of wildflower postage 
stamps. 
Wild Garlic or Ransons is common on our lanes at the moment and where a large number are growing you 
can smell the garlic as you approach.  They have long pointed oval leaves 25 cm long x 7 cm wide and a 
bright slightly taller white multiple flower with a star-like head.  The leaves make a tasty alternative to 
traditional garlic in cooking, e.g. in soups or stir-fries. 
Red Campion is just coming into flower, although some lasted all winter.  With tall, pink to red flowers, they 
stand out in the verges and hedgerows.  They are pollinated by bees and butterflies, and traditional 
medicines used Red Campion seeds to treat snakebites! 
Last year we collected seeds from Bluebells, Campion and Stitchwort when they were ready and they 
make a brilliant addition to our garden.  Celandines, Ransons and Primroses are already widespread here! 

John Bower 
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Greater Stitchwort                           Lesser Celandine                           Primrose 

Bluebell            Red Campion            Wild Garlic or Ranson
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Quiz on the 1920's  

This quiz has been written by Martin Hunt. See how you can do without using the Internet. Answers on p.19 
1. What dance would you have done in a Flapper dress in the 1920's? (1 pt) 
2. Name three Prime Ministers of the 1920's? 1 point for each. (3 pts) 
3. What was the name of the film released in 1928, directed by Walt Disney, the star of which went on to 

great things?  A point for the name of the star also! (2 pts) 
4. In 1921 the Education Act raised the school leaving age to what? (1pt) 
5. What caused a lot of illicit liquor smuggling in the USA through the 1920's? (1pt) 
6. What year was the General Strike in the UK and, for an extra point, how long did it last? (2 pts) 
7. Who was the most famous baseball player in the USA in the 1920's? (1pt) 
8. What Airship made the first circumnavigation of the World flight in August 1929? (1pt) 
9. Who broke the land speed record for the first time in 1924 at 146.16 mph  at Pendine Sands near 

Carmarthen Bay? (1pt) 
10. Who was on the British throne in the 1920's and, for an extra point, who was his wife? (2pts) 
11. In a futuristic city sharply divided between the working class and the city planners, the son of the city's 

mastermind falls in love with a working class prophet who predicts the coming of a saviour to mediate 
their differences ... What 1927 film is being described here? (1pt) 

12. What musical age was the 20's considered to be? (1 pt)  
13. In 1927 who undertook the first solo non-stop transatlantic flight and what was the name of the plane? 

(2pts) 
14. In 1928 who discovered Penicillin? (1pt) 
15. Who wrote the Great Gatsby?(1pt) 
16. In 1927 work began on Mount Rushmore. What four presidents are featured? (4 pts) 
17. What Soviet leader died in 1924? (2pts, 1 each for first name & surname) 
18. What was the first full length 'talkie' movie that came out in 1927? (1pt) 
19. In 1924, 16 nations travelled to what country for the inaugural Winter Olympic Games? (1pt) 
20. On December 6th, 1921 a treaty was signed in London effectively creating what new       

Nation? (1pt) 
21. In the 1920 Summer Olympics Great Britain won 15 Gold Medals. Can you list 10 sporting events where 

gold medals were won? One point for the sport and one point for the exact event (where 
appropriate).  For example Athletics/High Jump. (20pts max available) 

Martin Hunt

SOUTH HAMS MOBILE LIBRARY 
(If lockdown is lifted) 
Saturday - May 7th  
Poundwell Square    09:30 to 12:30 

Tuesday May 17th  
Poundwell Square    15:35 to 16:35 
Ayleston Park   14:45 to 15:30 

THANK YOU 
I would l ike to 
thank everyone 
who supported      
Bigbury Golf Club 
L a d i e s S e c t i o n 

Soups and Puddings fund raising event on February 
12th at  Bigbury Memorial Hall. A fun day was had by 
all, made possible by the contributions of home 
cooked soups, puddings and bread, plus Ladies 
giving their time to make everything run smoothly. 

Thanks to everyone's generosity we raised £541 for 
The Triangle Centre and Cancer Research. 

Hopefully we will be able to raise further funds for 
these charities when normal life resumes. In the 
meantime stay safe and well so we can all enjoy 
golf and social events together again in the future. 

Best wishes to everyone  

Jane Rickman, Ladies Captain

Modbury  Fruit & Produce Show 2020 
Due to the coronavirus I am very sorry to have tell 
you that the Modbury Fruit & Produce Show 
Committee has decided to cancel this year's show.  

We hope to see you all at next year's show which will 
be on Saturday 31st July 2021. 

Pauline Ryder (Show Secretary)
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Wildlife Photo Competition  “The Best of Nature” 

It seems a long time ago now when a few Modbury folk 
got together in The Lazy Cow to discuss forming a Modbury 
Wildlife Action Group - The MODWAGS !  Lots of ideas and 
plans were being made – all of which have now had to be 
put on hold whilst we get through this pandemic. 

However, as the proverb goes, every virus has a silver lining, 
and as we all venture into the countryside for our healthy 
exercise once a day in our beautiful location, we will be 
more aware of nature and wildlife. Certainly the birdsong 
this year has been much more noticeable with less traffic 
noise, and there seem to be more butterflies around. 

All of which leads on to the main reason for this article – we 
would like you to submit a wildlife photograph of any 
description seen during your self-isolation at home, in the 
garden or daily walk-about.  It could be wild flowers, trees, 
blossom, insects - bees maybe or wasps, birds, badgers, foxes, hedgehogs, mice, eels (I know where there 
are some!) spiders, cockroaches (I hope not) – earthworms, slowworms. 

Hardly any rules –Junior section, under 16 years old, and the rest of us. 

Original photos from in and around Modbury. 

Obviously, please don’t interfere with any nesting birds 
and don’t trespass into non public places, and keep a 
safe distance from any other competitors. 

Not sure what the prize might be, probably the honour of 
having your pictures in the Messenger would be greater 
than anything else.  

Please send submissions to jeff24545@gmail.com by May 
10th please, stating your name – only first names will be 
published, your age if under 16, and an indication of 
where the photo was taken. 

Good luck – David Attenborough had to start 
somewhere! 

Jeff Booth
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It’s not all bad news..........Carry on Cubbing! 
Although all normal meetings and activities planned for the Scouts, Cubs and 
Beavers were brought to an abrupt halt by the Covid 19 emergency, the leaders are 
determined to keep up contact with their troops. They have had to be creative in 
their use of closed social media groups to help their enthusiastic members.  

Activities range from guiding work towards badges and completing weekly fun 
challenges, to journeys into the unknown! Cubs can attend weekly virtual meetings, 
accompanied by an adult in their home, where they can interact with each other 

and their cub leaders and learn new skills such as tracking and treasure hunts. It’s going to be very different 
from their normal sociable outdoor fun meetings, but it’s a lot better than nothing. 

Watch this space for news of how we all get on!                                                                 Caroline Bower (Mowgli)                                                           

Hedgehogs on the March 
It’s been a good month for our endangered prickly friends. We are seeing 
more live hedgehogs around the UK as they wake up from hibernation to a 
warm, dry spring. They are benefitting from the lack of traffic on our roads too.  
If you have a hedgehog in your garden consider yourself lucky and do 
everything you can to help it thrive and breed.  

Actions you can take include : 

1)  Providing a little extra food e.g a spoonful of fresh dog or cat food and  
 a shallow bowl of water, 

2)  Ensuring hedgehogs can move freely between your garden and your  
 neighbour’s to find a mate or forage for slugs, worms and insects        
 (a hole in your fence 13 x 13 cm) 

3) Avoiding use of any pesticides in your garden                   Caroline Bower  

Many thanks to Possum (Charlotte Aylward) for the photo she took of a 
hedgehog that regularly visits her garden in Modbury
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Book online at www.oystershack.co.uk or telephone 01548 810 876 
Milburn Orchard Farm, Stakes Hill, Bigbury, TQ7 4BE

CRACKIN' LOCAL SUSTAINABLY-CAUGHT
SEAFOOD

Open Wednesday to Sunday

12.00 to 3.00pm

Friday & Saturday

6.00pm to 9.00pm

See our website for our opening hours & events

Daily hand-crafted menu | Taster menu | Children's menu
Sunday Roast | Al fresco eating, BBQ & wood-fired oven

Food made with love | Friendly & relaxed

Local Businesses: Coronavirus Services 
Many businesses have needed to change how we interact with them because of the need to keep staff and 
customers safe. Many have also changed what they stock and have found new local suppliers to help 
Modbury residents. Please help support our local businesses through these troubled times. 

Pickles continue to open to help you keep safe and well. Here 
are some of the essential items they stock: 

Personal care: PVC gloves, hand sanitiser, hand soap (liquid 
and bars), anti bacterial wipes. 

Household: disinfectant, bleach, washing powder, fabric conditioner,  general cleaning products, household 
waste bags, batteries & light bulbs, pest control, DIY items for emergency repairs. 

Pet care: pet food (dog, cat, bird, hamster, guinea pig, rabbit, hedgehog), small animal bedding (hay, straw, 
compressed shavings, shredded paper), pet shampoo, flea collars and treatments, wormer. 

Counter service and kerbside collections: Monday-Saturday 9am to 3.30pm. 

Free delivery in Modbury Parish Monday-Saturday after 3.30pm 

Telephone and email orders welcome   01548 830412       E: shop@picklesofmodbury.co.uk  

Mackgills continue to be open to provide quality food and 
drink, specialising in local produce including artisan bread, 
local cheeses, fresh farm eggs, milk, flour, home cooked ham 
and pasties, pies and cakes. Crackers, jams, pickles, olives, 
crisps and snacks are always in stock. They are licensed to sell 
wine, beer, cider, and much more. 

Tel: 01548 830860            email  adam@southdevonfood.co.uk 

Fifth Sense are unable to open during lockdown but are able 
to offer a delivery service to Modbury - just phone or email to 
discuss your needs.  From Fifth Sense's Bathroom Deli come 
locally made soaps, shampoo bars, bath bombs, essential oils 
and other delights to pamper yourself or your loved ones 
during lockdown. They stock Annie Sloan paints and waxes to                                                                        
help your refurbishments. Online store coming shortly. 

         Tel: 01548 831264 fifthsensemodbury@gmail.com 

Many local businesses are working reduced hours so if you are making a special trip to them, please ring the 
shops or businesses first to check they will be open. 

If you have a shop or business in Modbury offering services during lockdown, please email details to 
modburymessengercic@gmail.com so that we can tell people about the services you offer. This is a free 
service while the Modbury Messenger is being published in online form only during the coronavirus crisis. 

Martin Ley - Plumber - for emergency plumbing repairs 01548 830609 or 07811 934551 

mailto:fifthsensemodbury@gmail.com
mailto:modburymessengercic@gmail.com
mailto:fifthsensemodbury@gmail.com
mailto:modburymessengercic@gmail.com
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A message from Modbury Health Centre, 
and the South Hams Community Teams  
To all our patients: We would like to thank you for your 
forbearance, support and indeed cheerfulness in these 
unprecedented times. We greatly appreciate how your 
interactions with us have had to change over a very short 
time and with little notice. Thank you for adapting and for 
helping us to be here for you.  

Please be reassured that we are doing absolutely everything 
we can to keep us all safe and well.  

We would also like to give a massive thank you to all the 
community organisations and volunteers who have come 
together so quickly to help support us and you. This is truly a 
team effort and we have all been humbled by your efforts. 
Thank You!  

We stay at work for you, please stay at home for us.  

If you are interested in becoming a volunteer and supporting 
the NHS at this time, please download the GoodSam app and 
find out what you can do to help our local community.  



 

Sustainable Modbury: Nature Talk 

There is no doubt we are living through very strange times, with massive changes to our lives, worries for 
many, such as the demands of working from home at the same time as childcare, or struggles with 
boredom and isolation, to name but a few.   A recurring theme I have seen in media coverage is the power 
of nature to help us through difficult times, and for those of us lucky enough to live near beautiful 
countryside and have a garden, we can really appreciate the benefits of nature in springtime to our 
mental well being. 

For me one of the most glorious aspects of spring is the Dawn Chorus.  From roughly March to June (UK 
residents earliest, and migrants later) male song birds burst into song an hour before dawn, although Robins, 
the gregarious Jazz musicians of the bird world, may also sing during the night and  much earlier in the year 
as they start to claim their territory.  Territory is one thing, but song birds also use their voices to attract mates, 
and the fittest, best fed males produce the most impressive song.  Birdsong generally reduces significantly 
at the end of the breeding season, which for most birds  is spring and early summer. 

Singing in the dim light of dawn has a number of advantages.  Firstly, it is safer to sing before the light gets 
bright, when predators can detect the bird’s position more easily.  Secondly, there is less air turbulence and 
background noise, particularly at the moment with reduced human travel and activity generally, so the 
song will travel further and sound clearer. As the sun rises and the earth warms, insects become active, and 
both these and seeds become easier for birds to find, so the balance changes to primarily foraging activity, 
and therefore less singing, during the middle of the day.  Broadly speaking, insect eating birds have narrow, 
pointed beaks e.g. Wrens, Fly catchers, Dunnocks, and seed eaters have thicker beaks e.g. Sparrows and 
Chaffinches.  There is often a chorus at dusk too for some species, e.g.  Sparrows, Blackbirds and Blue tits, 
and for those who like a morning lie in this may be a more appealing time of day to listen to them! 

Top tips for helping your garden birds and other creatures: 

•Do not disturb active nests in nest boxes 
(often Robins or Tits) or trees and bushes 
(often Blackbirds or Dunnocks) 

•If you find a live baby bird on the 
ground, if it is fully feathered, looks like a 
fledgling and appears unharmed, back 
off and keep your dog or cat away from 
it; the parent birds will almost certainly 
be nearby and still feeding it. If it lacks 
feathers try to find a nest in which to 
replace it. If it is injured phone your local 
veterinary practice or the RSPCA for 
advice. 

•Feed birds good quality seed, fat balls 
and nuts all the year round to maximise 
their number of broods and, very 
importantly, provide water all year round 
too 

•Do everything you can to encourage 
insects and invertebrates, for they are 
not only an important food source for 
insectivorous birds and mammals, but 
are vital to pollination of our own plant 
foods e.g. go ‘chemical free’, plant 
areas or pots of wildflowers, plant herbs 
and flowers for pollinators, plant native 
trees or bushes,  leave log or leaf  piles, 
patches of nettles for butterflies, and 
don’t be too tidy.   

For great and accessible information on many aspects of our natural world please go to websites for RSPB, 
Devon Wildlife Trust or British Trust for Ornithology (the scientific arm of the bird world). 

Happy listening, watching and helping  

Caroline Bower
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MODBURY & DISTRICT  BRANCH ROYAL BRITISH LEGION 
A message from President Alan Miller-Williams & Chairman George Rosevear 

In these difficult times where whenever we can, each of us follows Government guidelines to 
protect ourselves, our Community and the NHS from Coronavirus COVID-19, it is a particularly telling 

time for RBL and its Members with significant events marking a retirement and two 75th anniversaries relating 
to the Second World War. Equally, most members range between the ages of the President and Chairman; 
so a vulnerable lot! 

April 6th Meeting. This month the branch was unable to hold its bi-monthly meeting, which was cancelled. 
This caused us to postpone the planned celebratory thank you to Beryl Harris on her retirement as Branch 
Standard Bearer. 

May 8th VE Day 75th Anniversary. The Branch’s own commemoration and its participation in the May Fair, as 
expected, are both cancelled. With the Parish Council’s approval, we will fly a representative set of flags to 
mark the occasion at Palm Cross Green. 

June 1st Meeting.  As a precaution, this meeting has been cancelled. 

August 3rd Meeting. With a fair wind, this meeting may be on. Check the Modbury Messenger, TIC website 
and Club window for up-dates nearer the time. 

August 15th VJ Day 75th Anniversary. Given we are able to, because the chance to commemorate VE Day 
was lost in May, the Branch will hold a joint VE Day & VJ Day commemoration. So, watch out for an 
announcement in the Modbury Messenger, the TIC website, and the Club window. 

ALAN MILLER-WILLIAMS   GEORGE ROSEVEAR 

President     Chairman 
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Like every Society we had to postpone all our meetings for 
the foreseeable future. Our speaker for April was to be 
Janet Mackie from the United States talking about Francis 
Champernowne. Janet and her partner had been in the 
UK since January and were due to stay until June.  They 
were fortunate to be able to catch a flight home when 

U.S. citizens were instructed to arrange immediate arrangements for their return. We do hope that Janet will 
be back next year and will be able to talk to us as she is somewhat of an expert on Modbury History. 
I know some members have been spending their lockdown time studying their family history, which is very 
absorbing. Now is the time to start a project which has been set aside for when you have more time for 
research. There are many good websites to start one off on the trail. It is worth looking at the Devon Family 
History Society’s website, which is a valuable resource.  If you are debating a big Spring clean and 
decluttering please remember not to discard any family papers. If you do not want to hold them then the 
South West Heritage Centre in Exeter will be interested or contact the History Society which has a record of 
family papers. You could always find out more about the unique heritage of Modbury by perusing the 
website modbury-heritage.co.uk. which will be of help in identifying local sites during one’s daily 
perambulation. 

I hope we will be able to undertake some of our planned programme when normality resumes, but in the 
meantime do keep well.                                                                                                                     

Rosemary Parker

Modbury WI 
Members of Modbury WI may be in lockdown along with the rest of the country, but I 
know our members have been busy keeping in touch with each other by What’s App as 
well as by the phone and are planning a Zoom meeting. Sewing machines have been 
dusted off and bags have been made for nurses to put their spoiled uniforms in at the 
end of their shifts. Gardens have been prepared for the seeds, which have been ordered, 
and in some cases still awaited and messages exchanged as to where best to purchase diminishing supplies 
on-line. At the time of writing strong flour is scarce so we can’t satisfy our sudden desire to bake bread. Home 
comforts are needed in times of stress and the helping hand of friendship too, albeit at a distance. 

Our WI Treasurer has been extraordinarily busy during this unprecedented time with helping the Parish 
Council set up the Modbury Emergency Support Plan. Our thanks go to all those people who have worked so 
tirelessly in drawing up and actioning the plan and to the volunteers who have stepped up as street contacts 
for their very valuable community support. 

The Modbury WI has a champion in its midst. We are toasting the success of Angela Hickman, our President 
and marmalade making supremo who won a gold medal at the annual World Marmalade championships, 
held near Penrith in early March. Angela won first in the Any Citrus category in the Homemade section with 
her Blood Orange and Seville Orange Marmalade and scored 19/20 for her four other entries, which all 
gained silver certificates. The awards attracted over 3000 entries from around the world of which 2000 were 
in the homemade section, which was subdivided into 12 categories. The overall winner gets to sell their 
marmalade in Fortnum and Mason in London and this is Angela’s future goal having won in three other 
categories in previous years. 50p from each jar sold at Fortnum’s is donated to hospices, which raised £3,600 
last year so it is a very worthy ambition. Well done, Angela. 

Whilst all future events are on hold for the duration of the pandemic we can look back at a very successful 
WI year and hopefully we will emerge again soon perhaps slimmer and probably greyer to enjoy another 
interesting WI year, but in the meantime - keep safe. 

If you would like to know more about what we do then please email me rosiejaneparker@gmail.com 

Rosemary Parker 
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Modbury  
History Society

                             MODBURY MEMORIAL HALL 
                                 Reg. Charity 300901 

                                         Closed until further notice 

                                  Caretaker: Pauline Ryder            

              01548 830133    www.modburymemorialhall.co.uk

http://www.modburymemoralhall.co.uk
http://www.modburymemoralhall.co.uk
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V E Day 1945  - A Personal Memoir 
In late April 1945, on completing a four-year tour of overseas service  I left my RAF unit near Bologna in 
Northern Italy to embark on a troopship at Naples bound for "Blighty". 

Sailing out through the Straits of Gibraltar we heard on the ship's radio that Germany had surrendered and 
that May 8 was to be a public holiday. Great news, but still a worry that there might be U-boats out there who 
had not heard the news. 

Sailing safely homewards there was the thrill of catching a glimpse of England’s green fields as we passed  
Lands’ End, and then the happy noise going up the River Mersey as hundreds of   troops threw their topis (sun 
helmets) overboard to loud cheering   -   the sight of all those topis bobbing in the ship's wake has remained 
with me ever since. 

Disembarking at Liverpool Pierhead on VE Day - no brass band, just the stares of a few surly dockers - we were 
whisked away by train to Blackpool where we were given the address of a boarding house to deposit our kit 
and have a meal and bed. 

The rest of the evening was free in Blackpool, with street lights back on, public houses allowed to stay open, 
people kissed and danced with complete strangers, and anyone in uniform was plied with free drink. 

My pal and I gravitated to a large luxury hotel which had been taken over by the evacuated Ministry of 
Pensions, where a lively party was going on. We joined in and socialised with many of the young women living 
there. About five o'clock in the morning we were tactfully encouraged to leave. Not wishing to disturb our 
landlady at that unearthly hour we finished the night sleeping in a tram shelter on the promenade until 
breakfast time. 

Then, reporting for processing, we were relieved of our muddy, worn, khaki battle dress and given new RAF 
blue uniforms, an advance of a few pounds pay, a leave pass for 21 days and a travel warrant to our home 
railway station. 

Arriving home, unexpected, I went in the back door calling out "any one home?"  

My parents appeared and there followed an emotional reunion; I was sad to note that my father had gone 
grey and had aged considerably. 

Next a visit to my sweetheart  -  she answered the door to my knock and there followed a long embrace 
without a word spoken. Later we walked down to our favourite clifftop and sat and talked and talked and 
talked.  

But there was one painful duty during this happy time: a visit  to pay my respects  to the parents of my best 
school pal killed in 1941 when a Sunderland Flying Boat crashed at Mountbatten, Plymouth. What went 
through their minds to see me in uniform walking up their drive I cannot imagine. Not much of a victory for 
families like theirs.                                                                                                                                                 Ivor Davis
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Walks will resume when we are 
advised we can by the government. 

Modbury volunteer walk leaders:    
Sue Rogers (831289)   
Catherine Speight (830195)  
Deena Farrell (830692)  
Jean Wright (810029) 
Louise Evans (Active Devon)  

Walking for Health Co-ordinator 
louise.evans@activedevon.org  
Tel: 01392 925150

Quiz on the 1920's - Answers 
1.  The Charleston (1 pt) 

2.  David Lloyd George, Stanley Baldwin, Andrew 
Bonar Law & Ramsey MacDonald (3 pts) 

3. Steamboat Willie - Mickey Mouse (2 pts) 

4. 14 (1pt) 

5. Prohibition (1pt) 

6. 1926 (9 days)- (2 pts) 

7. Babe Ruth (1pt) 

8. Graf Zeppelin (1pt) 

9. Malcolm Campbell (1pt) 

10. King George V and Queen Mary (2pts) 

11.  Metropolis (1pt) 

12.  Jazz (1pt) 

13. Charles Lindberg and the Spirit of St. Louis (2pts) 

14.  Alexander Fleming (1pt) 

15.  F. Scott Fitzgerald (1pt) 

16. George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, 
Theodore   Roosevelt and Abraham Lincoln 

17. Vladimir Lenin (2pts) 

18. The Jazz Singer (1pt) 

19.  France (1pt) 

20.  Irish Free State (1pt) 

21. Olympics (1pt) 
o Water Polo (1pt) 
o Athletics - 800m (2pts) 
o Athletics  - 1500M (2pts) 
o Athletics  - 3000M Steeplechase (2pts) 
o Athletics - 4X400 Metres Relay (2pts) 
o Boxing - Middleweight (2pts) 
o Boxing - Heavyweight (2pts) 
o Cycling - Tandem (2 pts) 
o Hockey (1pt) 
o Polo (1pt) 
o Sailing - 18 foot (2pts) 
o Sailing - 7 metres (2pts) 
o Tennis - Women's Doubles (2pts) 
o Tennis - Men's Doubles (2pts) 
o Tug of War (1pt) 

mailto:louise.evans@activedevon.org
mailto:louise.evans@activedevon.org
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Modbury Lockdown Memories

Elvis visit Long Park for the Clap for Carers

Closed until further notice

Are we in lockdown too? What is social distancing? 

Please, Mum, stop knitting for the baby.

Not a cloud in the sky.

4:30 tea time in Long Park

Please send your Coronavirus Memories 
photos to: 
modburymessengercic@gmail.com
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	“We would like to thank you for your forbearance, support and indeed cheerfulness in these unprecedented times. We greatly appreciate how your interactions with us have had to change over a very short time with little notice. Thank you for adapting and for helping us to be here for you.
	Please be reassured that we are doing absolutely everything we can to keep us all safe and well.
	We would also like to give a massive thank you to all of the community organisations and volunteers who have come together to help support us and you. This is truly a team effort and we have all been humbled by your support. Thank you!
	We stay at work for you, please stay at home for us.”
	Contacts:
	Police Community Support Officer: Sergeant James (Jim) Timmis
	Caroline Bower
	Modbury
	History Society
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